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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method is disclosed for representing road intersections as 
data. A database includes intersection object data entities that 
represent physical road intersections. Each intersection 
object data entity includes a maneuver list that identifies each 
permissible transversal of the intersection from each lane by 
which the represented intersection can be entered to each lane 
from which the intersection can be exited from the associated 
lane by which the intersection can be entered. Each transver 
sal in the maneuver list indicates an entry lane, an exit lane, 
the geometry of a vehicle path connecting the entry and exit 
lanes, and an indication of a level of confidence associated 
with the specified geometry. The database can be used by a 
system in a vehicle to provide a safety-related function. The 
database is compatible with navigation-related applications 
that use a different data model to provide navigation-related 
functions. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
REPRESENTING ROAD INTERSECTIONS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to methods for repre 
senting roads as data in a database, and more particularly, the 
present invention relates to methods for representing road 
intersections in a database used for vehicle driver assistance 
or safety systems. 
0002 Vehicle driver assistance systems, such as systems 
for obstacle warning and avoidance, lane departure warning, 
collision warning and avoidance, adaptive cruise control, 
adaptive transmission operation, automatic headlight aiming, 
and so on, have been developed to improve the safety and 
convenience of vehicle operation. These systems include 
technologies that augment a driver's ability to operate a 
vehicle safely and efficiently. Some of these systems include 
equipment that senses features around the vehicle. In addi 
tion, some of these systems use data that models the road 
network upon which the vehicle is traveling. Based on the 
sensed features and the model of the road network, the driver 
assistance and safety systems may provide warnings or oth 
erwise modify operation of the vehicle to improve safety or 
convenience. 

0003 Data representations of the road network have also 
been used for various other purposes. For example, data rep 
resentations of the road network are used in vehicle naviga 
tion systems to provide navigation-related features, such, as 
route calculation, route guidance, map display and destina 
tion selection. In some databases used by navigation systems, 
each road segment is represented by one or more data records 
or entities. Associated with each data record or entity are 
attributes that describe various features of the represented 
road segment. Some of the features of a road segment that are 
represented by such data records include the location of the 
road segment, the locations of road intersections, the name of 
the road segment, the speed limit (or speed category) along 
the road segment, the number of lanes along the road seg 
ment, any highway designations of the road segment, the type 
of road Surface (e.g., paved, unpaved, gravel), the presence of 
any lane dividers, etc. 
0004. The ways that roads are represented in databases 
used in navigation systems are useful. However, the ways that 
roads are represented in databases used for navigation pur 
poses may not be suitable for driver assistance and safety 
systems. For example, for navigation purposes, it is important 
to have data that indicate the speed limits along roads, the 
names of roads, the address ranges along road segments, and 
how much time it might take to cross a road intersection. For 
navigation purposes, the exact path that a vehicle takes across 
an intersection is not necessarily important. However, for 
driver assistance systems. Such as obstacle avoidance or 
warning systems, the paths that vehicles take through inter 
sections may be needed to provide a warning or take another 
action. 

0005 Accordingly, it is an objective to provide a data 
model for road intersections that can be used by driver assis 
tance systems. 

0006. It is another objective to provide a data model for 
road intersections that is compatible with various uses of the 
data. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007 To address these and other objectives, the present 
invention includes a method and system for representing road 
intersections as data. A database includes intersection object 
data entities that represent physical road intersections. Each 
intersection object data entity includes a maneuver list that 
identifies each permissible transversal of the intersection 
from each lane by which the represented intersection can be 
entered to each lane from which the intersection can be exited 
from the associated lane by which the intersection can be 
entered. Each transversal in the maneuver list indicates an 
entry lane, an exit lane, the geometry of a vehicle path con 
necting the entry and exit lanes, and an indication of a level of 
confidence associated with the specified geometry. The data 
base can be used by a system in a vehicle to provide a safety 
related function. The database is compatible with navigation 
related applications that use a different data model to provide 
navigation-related functions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 is an illustration of an intersection. 
0009 FIG. 2 is a block diagram that shows components of 
driver assistance systems in the vehicle shown in FIG. 1. 
0010 FIG. 3 is a diagram that shows components of an 
embodiment of the road database of FIG. 2. 
0011 FIG. 4 is a diagram that shows components of one of 
the intersection objects shown in FIG. 3. 
0012 FIG. 5 is an illustration of a roundabout type of 
intersection. 
0013 FIG. 6 is an illustration of a railroad crossing type of 
intersection. 
(0014 FIG. 7 shows the intersection depicted in FIG. 1 
with several transversals of the intersection from some of the 
lanes illustrated. 
0015 FIG. 8 shows an intersection in which the transver 
sals are instantaneous. 
(0016 FIG. 9 shows the intersection depicted in FIG. 1 
with several valid vehicle paths for a transversal of the inter 
section from one lane to another, illustrating that the trans 
Versal has a low confidence rating. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENTLY 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0017. A first embodiment relates to a method for repre 
senting road intersections in a database that contains data that 
represent a road network in a geographic region. The database 
is used by a system in a vehicle that provides safety or con 
venience features to the vehicle driver. 
0018 FIG. 1 shows an exemplary intersection 10 located 
in a geographic region. The intersection 10 is a location at 
which two roads meet at the same level. A first road 14 is 
comprised of segments 18 and 22. A second road 26 is com 
prised of segments 30 and 34. These roads 14 and 26 each 
have two lanes in each direction. Each segment also has a left 
turn lane (e.g., 36). The left turn lanes do not extend along the 
lengths of the segments. Instead, each left turn lane extends 
only part of the way along a segment. The intersection and 
roads shown in FIG. 1 are representative of many similar 
intersections and roads located in the geographic region. 
0019. A vehicle 40 travels on one of the roads. Although 
only one vehicle is shown in FIG. 1, the vehicle 40 is repre 
sentative of many vehicles, which are similarly equipped, that 
travel on the roads in the geographic region. Referring to FIG. 
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2, the vehicle 40 includes one or more driver assistance or 
safety systems 44. The driver assistance systems 44 are sys 
tems that make operation of the vehicle safer or more conve 
nient. The driver assistance systems 44 may include an 
obstacle warning system, a lane departure system, an adaptive 
cruise control system, and/or a collision avoidance system. 
The driver assistance systems 44 may include other systems 
in addition to, or instead of any of these systems. 
0020. The driver assistance systems 44 are combinations 
of hardware and Software components. The driver assistance 
systems 44 use sensors 48. Various different types of sensors 
may be used. In general, the sensors 48 measure (or are 
responsive to) Some property, parameter, attribute, or charac 
teristic of the vehicle or the environment around the vehicle. 
For example, the sensors 48 may include a radar system 
48(1), a camera system 48(2), or other sensors. 
0021. The vehicle 40 includes a positioning system 50. In 
the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the positioning system 50 is 
part of the driver assistance systems 44. Alternatively, the 
positioning system 50 may be part of another system in the 
vehicle 40. Such as a navigation system 51. According to 
another embodiment, the positioning system 50 may be a 
standalone system in the vehicle. The positioning system 50 
is a combination of hardware and Software components. For 
example, the positioning system 50 may include a GPS or 
DGPS unit 50(1), one or more inertial sensors 50(2), such as 
a gyroscope or accelerometer, differential wheel sensors, or 
other types of equipment. 
0022. In a present embodiment, the driver assistance sys 
tems 44 include or use a road database 60. The road database 
60 includes a data representation of the road network in the 
geographic region in which the vehicle 40 is traveling. In a 
present embodiment, the road database 60 includes data that 
indicate the positions of the roads, the intersections of roads, 
and the locations of lanes, as well as other information. 
0023 The road database 60 is used by an application 50(3) 
in the positioning system 50 to determine the position of the 
vehicle 40 relative to the road network. More specifically, the 
positioning application 50(3) uses the data in the road data 
base 60 and outputs from other positioning system compo 
nents, such as the GPS unit 50(1) and sensors 50(2), to deter 
mine the position of the vehicle along a road segment 
represented by data in the road database 60, the position of the 
vehicle relative to the lanes of the represented road segment, 
the direction and/or bearing of the vehicle along the repre 
sented road segment, and possibly other parameters. 
0024. The driver assistance systems 44 include driver 
assistance applications 52. The driver assistance applications 
52 are programs that implement the functions of the driver 
assistance systems 44. The driver assistance applications 52 
receive outputs from the sensors 48. The driver assistance 
applications 52 also use data from the road database 60. The 
driver assistance applications 52 may also receive other infor 
mation. Based on the data received from the sensors 48, the 
data obtained from the road database 60, and possibly other 
information, the driver assistance applications 52 evaluate 
whether a warning or other action should be provided. The 
driver assistance systems 44 provide the safety or conve 
nience features via a user interface 62 of the vehicle or by 
controlling a vehicle mechanical system 64. For example, a 
curve warning application may provide an audible alarm via 
speakers (i.e., part of the user interface 62 in the vehicle) or an 
obstacle avoidance application may engage the vehicle's 
brakes (i.e., one of the mechanical systems 64 in the vehicle). 
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0025 FIG. 3 shows components of the road database 60. 
In the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, roads are represented in 
different ways. These different ways relate to how the road 
data are used. The different ways that the road data are being 
used affect which aspects of a road are represented. For 
example, in FIG. 3, the road database 60 includes navigation 
data 80 and physical configuration data 82. (In addition to 
navigation data 80 and physical configuration data 82, the 
road database 60 may include other collections of data that 
represent the roads in other ways.) In FIG. 3, the navigation 
data 80 and the physical configuration data 82 are indicated as 
being separate collections that are related to each other. How 
ever, in alternative embodiments, these different ways of rep 
resenting roads may be included in a single collection of data. 
0026. The navigation data 80 are used by navigation-re 
lated applications, such as route calculation, route guidance, 
destination selection, and map display. The navigation data 
80 represent the aspects of roads that are important for these 
functions, such as which roads connect to each other, road 
names, speed limits along roads, address ranges along roads, 
and so on. 
(0027. In the embodiment of FIG.3, the navigation data 80 
include data that represent road segments 84 and data that 
represent nodes 86. Each discrete segment of each road is 
represented by a separate road segment data record. A road 
segment is a portion of a it road between adjacent intersec 
tions or between a dead end and an adjacent intersection. A 
road segment may also be defined that ends at a point along a 
road between adjacent intersections. The navigation data 80 
in the road database 60 may also include data records that 
represent aggregations of individual road segments. 
0028. A node refers to an endpoint of a road segment. For 
example, each road segment has two endpoints. Each end 
point of a road segment is represented with a node data record 
in the road database 60. 
0029. As mentioned above, the road network database 60 
also includes physical configuration data 82. The physical 
configuration data 82 are used by the driver assistance sys 
tems (44 in FIG. 2) for safety and convenient features, such as 
obstacle warning, curve warning, and so on. 
0030 The physical configuration data 82 provides a rep 
resentation of the road network that is different from the 
representation provided by the navigation data 80. For 
example, the physical configuration data 82 represent 
detailed aspects of the road lanes (including lane configura 
tion), detailed aspects of the intersections, traffic signals (and 
placement thereof), shoulder locations, and other detailed 
physical features relating to roads. Where roads intersect, the 
physical configuration data 82 models the relationships 
between the lanes that bring traffic into the intersection and 
the lanes that take traffic out. Modeling these relationships 
involves several considerations. For example, simply extend 
ing road lanes into an intersection area would lead to many 
lane-to-lane crossings that would imply connectivity between 
crossing lanes that may not be present in reality. In addition, 
if connectivity between lanes does exist, a simple extension of 
the lanes into the intersection area might indicate the point of 
the connectivity in the wrong place. For these reasons, as well 
as for other reasons, the physical configuration data 82 in the 
road database 60 includes a road lane data model that has road 
lanes that lead up to, but not through, intersections. 
0031. The following considerations are addressed by the 
intersection model used in the physical configuration data 82 
in the road database 60: 
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0032 (1) The road-to-road maneuvers that take place at an 
intersection, between specific lanes on the incoming and out 
going lanes, are described. In particular, a driver assistance 
application—in a vehicle heading into and through an inter 
section is provided with the information needed to predicta 
likely vehicle location at sometime or distance offset from the 
current vehicle position. 
0033 (2) The fact that some maneuvers through an inter 
section have predictable vehicle paths, whereas other maneu 
vers through the intersection do not have a predictable path, is 
accommodated. 
0034 (3) The interaction between traffic signals and traffic 
at the intersection is modeled. This modeling accounts for the 
case in which some traffic lanes or maneuvers are controlled 
by different aspects of the traffic signals (e.g., a left-turn 
signal). This modeling also accounts for the case in which 
Some maneuvers at an intersections are governed by traffic 
signals and other maneuvers at the same intersection are not 
(e.g., a “Yield on a right turn). 
0035 (4) Normal intersections are distinguished from spe 
cial types of intersections such as roundabouts and railroad 
crossings that pose special considerations for driver assis 
tance systems. 
0036. To support compatibility with navigation-related 
applications, the representations of intersections in the physi 
cal configuration data 82 are associated with the node data 
that represent the same corresponding actual physical inter 
sections in the navigation data 80. Some actual physical inter 
sections are represented by more than one node data record in 
the navigation data 80. For example, an intersection between 
a multiple-digitized road and a single digitized road may be 
represented by two or more node records in the navigation 
data 80. In such cases, the representation of an intersection in 
the physical configuration data is associated with all the node 
records in the navigation data that represent the same inter 
section. 
0037 Another consideration associated with the represen 
tation of an intersection in the physical configuration data 82 
is that the representation should be reliably derivable from 
practical source materials. For example, the representation of 
an intersection in the physical configuration data 82 should be 
derivable from vehicle path data obtained from driving, over 
head aerial imagery, or probe vehicle (“floating car') data. 
0038. The above considerations are addressed in an 
embodiment of the physical configuration data disclosed 
herein. Referring again to FIG. 3, the physical configuration 
data 82 of the road database 60 includes lane data entities (or 
records) 90 and intersection objects 100, as well as other data 
entities. 

0039. The lane data entities 90 identify each lane of each 
road in the geographic region. The lane data entity 90 includes 
a data entity ID that uniquely identifies the lane data record in 
the road database 60. Each lane data entity 90 identifies which 
road the lane is part of (e.g., by reference to a road segment ID 
in the navigation data 90), the location of the lane (e.g., the 
starting location, the ending location, and the shape of the 
lane between the starting location and the ending location), 
and what is adjacent to the lane. The lane data entity may 
include other information. 
0040. An intersection object 100 is a data entity in the road 
database 60. In a present embodiment, the intersection object 
100 does not define shape or determine aposition. Instead, the 
intersection object 100 defines the logical associations 
between the other data entities that represent the various 
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physical components of the actual intersection. An intersec 
tion object 100 is defined for each road-to-road intersection 
represented in the road database 60. 
0041 Referring to FIG. 4, each intersection object 100 is 
identified by a unique ID. (e.g., an intersection object ID 
100(1)). 
0042 Each intersection objection 100 is logically associ 
ated with (i.e., references) one or more of the nodes (by node 
ID) that represent the intersection in the navigation data 80. 
Accordingly, each intersection objection 100 includes a ref 
erence 100(2) to one or more node IDs. By referencing the 
node IDs that represent the intersection in the navigation data 
80, the intersection object 100 associates the representation of 
the physical configuration of the road with the navigation 
representation of the road network. 
0043. Each intersection object 100 includes an attribute 
100(3) that identifies the intersection type. The intersection 
type attribute 100(3) identifies the represented intersection as 
“standard,” “roundabout.” or “railroad crossing.” Most repre 
sented intersections are “standard.” An intersection like the 
one in FIG. 1 (i.e., intersection 10) would be represented as a 
“standard’ intersection. An intersection like the one in FIG.5 
(i.e., intersection 102) would be represented as a “round 
about intersection. An intersection like the one in FIG. 6 
(i.e., intersection 104) would be represented as a “railroad 
crossing intersection. Intersections labeled as “roundabout 
or “railroad crossing are discussed below. 
0044) Referring to FIG. 4, the intersection object 100 
includes a maneuver list 100(4). The maneuver list 100(4) 
includes entries for all the reasonable, legal transversals from 
a lane entering the represented intersection to a lane leaving 
the represented intersection. For example, referring to FIG. 7, 
the maneuvers from three of the lanes 110, 112 and 114 
entering the intersection 10 are shown. The lane 110 that 
enters the intersection 10 has one maneuver 120 onto the lane 
122 and another maneuver 124 onto the lane 126. The lane 
112 that enters the intersection 10 has only one maneuver 
128, i.e., onto the lane 130. Likewise, the lane 114 that enters 
the intersection 10 has one maneuver 132 onto the lane 134. 
(For the sake of clarity, FIG. 7 illustrates the maneuvers from 
only the three lanes 110, 112, and 114 that enter the intersec 
tion 10 from the road segment 22. It is understood that the 
intersection object that represents the intersection 10 would 
include all the maneuvers from all the lanes from all the rest 
of the road segments that enter the intersection.) 
0045. Each entry in the maneuver list 100(4) includes 
several kinds of data about the represented transversal. Refer 
ring again to FIG.4, an entry in the maneuver list identifies the 
entry lane 100(4)(1) and the exit lane 100(4)(3) for the 
maneuver. The entry lane and the exit lane are identified by 
lane data entity IDs. In the embodiment of FIG.4, the entry in 
the maneuver list 100(4) also indicates the segment of which 
the entry lane is a part 100(4)(2) and the segment of which the 
exit lane is a part 100(4)(4). In this embodiment, these seg 
ments are identified by road segment IDs (i.e., references to 
the road segment records in the navigation data 80). 
0046. An entry in the maneuver list 100(4) also identifies 
the geometry 100(4)(5) of the maneuver. At a minimum, the 
geometry is identified as a straight line between the end of the 
incoming lane 100(4)(1) and the start of the outgoing lane 
100(4)(3). If the entry and exit lanes physically meet (such as 
in the intersection 136 illustrated in FIG. 8), the geometry 
100(4)(5) indicates the single point where the entry end exit 
lanes physically meet. If the travel path of a vehicle between 
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the entry lane and the exit lane is curved, this geometry 
100(4)(5) may indicate this path by defining a parametric 
CUV. 

0047. An entry in the maneuver list 100(4) also includes a 
confidence indication 100(4)(6). The confidence indication 
100(4)(6) relates to the maneuver's geometry 100(4)(5). The 
confidence indication 100(4)(6) indicates the likelihood that 
the geometry of the maneuver accurately predicts or repre 
sents a vehicle path. For example, it is possible that a basic 
straight-line connection between and entry lane and an exit 
lane is highly indicative of actual vehicle paths, such as when 
going straight through an intersection. It is also possible that 
even for a turning maneuver, the vehicle path is highly pre 
dictable and well known. However, it is also possible that the 
vehicle path geometry through a maneuver is variable or even 
unknown. 

0048 FIG. 9 shows several possible paths, labeled 140, 
142 and 144, that a vehicle could legally take when traveling 
from the left turn lane 114 on the road segment 22 onto the 
lane 134 on the road segment 34. Each of these several pos 
sible paths is a legal path. The entry for this transversal in the 
maneuver list 100(4) in the intersection object 100 that rep 
resents this intersection would include the geometry for only 
one of these paths. In addition, the maneuver entry for this 
transversal would have a low confidence indication 100(4) 
(6), i.e., meaning that the probability of the vehicle actually 
being on the path indicated by the geometry 100(4)(5) is 
relatively low. This confidence indication 100(4)(6) is used 
by driver assistance applications (52 in FIG. 2) to determine 
if a vehicle's deviation from the maneuver geometry is of 
COC. 

0049. In a present embodiment, the confidence indication 
100(4)(6) is set to one of several values. These values include 
the following: 
0050 (1) None When the confidence indication 100(4) 
(6) is set to “None', the geometry 100(4)(5) is set to indicate 
a straight-line connection. However, this straight line geom 
etry is not intended to represent an actual vehicle path. 
0051 (2) Instantaneous When the confidence indication 
100(4)(6) is set to “instantaneous”, the incoming and outgo 
ing lanes meet with no gap or cross-traffic. An example of an 
intersection with no gap between the incoming and outgoing 
lanes and therefore an instantaneous confidence indication, is 
shown in FIG. 8. 

0052 (3) Actual, high confidence The confidence indi 
cation 100(4)(6) is set to “Actual, high confidence' when the 
geometry is based on accurate sources such as probe vehicle 
data with Small statistical variance. 

0053 (4) Actual, variable The confidence indication 
100(4)(6) is set to “Actual, variable' when the geometry is 
based on Sources that indicate a higher statistical variance. 
0054 (5) Cartooned, high confidence The confidence 
indication 100(4)(6) is set to "Cartooned, high confidence' 
when the geometry is typically, a straight-line connection for 
a straight-through maneuver between lanes that line up well. 
0055 (6) Cartooned, medium confidence The confi 
dence indication 100(4)(6) is set to “Cartooned, medium 
confidence' when the geometry is digitized from tire artifacts 
or other evidence that does not provide a statistical variance. 
0056 (7) Cartooned, low confidence The confidence 
indication 100(4)(6) is set to "Cartooned, low confidence' 
when the geometry is digitized logically but without Support 
ing evidence. 
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0057. An entry in the maneuver list 100(4) also includes an 
indication 100(4)(7) whether the maneuver is the “most likely 
path' for traffic coming from the associated incoming lane. 
This indication is meaningful when two or more maneuvers 
are possible from the same lane. This will help a driver assis 
tance application (52 in FIG. 2) determine a likely lane-level 
position. 
0.058 An entry in the maneuver list 100(4) also includes an 
indication 100(4)(8) whether traffic signals are present at the 
intersection and an indication as to which particular signal(s) 
govern traffic for this maneuver. It is possible that all maneu 
vers for aparticular incoming lane will share the same signals, 
but it is also possible that maneuvers for different incoming 
lanes will be governed by different traffic signals. 
0059. In addition to the information indicated above, the 
intersection object may include additional data. 
0060 
0061. As mentioned above, an intersection objection 100 
includes an attribute that indicates an intersection type. One 
of the intersection types is “roundabout.” An example of a 
roundabout (also sometimes referred to as a traffic circle) is 
shown in FIG. 5. Having information that indicates that an 
intersection is a roundabout is useful for driver assistance 
applications that involve sensing the path ahead of a vehicle. 
When a vehicle enters aroundabout intersection, it follows a 
circular path in a single rotational direction around a center 
island of the roundabout. Thus, the vehicle entering a round 
about from an entry lane may actually travel in a direction 
away from the exit lane as it travels around the roundabout. A 
driver assistance application that senses the path ahead of the 
vehicle uses the information that an intersection is a round 
about to account for the vehicle path traveling around the 
roundabout. 

0062 
0063 As mentioned above, another type of intersection is 
a “railroad crossing.” FIG. 6 shows an example of a “railroad 
crossing intersection. Note that an intersection indicated to 
be a “railroad crossing is not necessarily an intersection of 
actual roads. However, in a present embodiment, railroad 
crossings are represented by intersection objects, in part 
because of the presence of metal rails that may be detected by 
in-vehicle sensors. 

0064. A railroad crossing is similar to a road crossing, in 
that the lanes may not be well defined through the crossing. A 
railroad crossing may present radar targets (not only trains but 
also metal rails), and may have marked stopping positions. 
0065 
0066. As mentioned above, a vehicle that has a driver 
assistance system uses a road database that has road physical 
configuration data to provide Safety or convenience features. 
On a continuous basis, a position of the vehicle relative to the 
road network is determined. This function is performed by a 
positioning system in the vehicle. Using the data in intersec 
tion objects, the driver assistance applications can predict the 
path ahead of a vehicle as the vehicle travels through inter 
sections. This allows the driver assistance systems to provide 
safety and convenience features as the vehicle crosses an 
intersection. 

0067. It is intended that the foregoing detailed description 
be regarded as illustrative rather than limiting and that it is 
understood that the following claims including all equivalents 
are intended to define the scope of the invention. 

Roundabouts 

Railroad Crossings 

Operation 
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1. (canceled) 
2. A method comprising: 
receiving position data from one or more sensors, wherein 

the position data describes a position of a vehicle on a 
road segment; 

querying a road database based on the position of the 
vehicle on the road segment; 

receiving navigation data from the road database; and 
providing a driving assistance command based on the navi 

gation data. 
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the navigation data 

includes an intersection having one or more paths from at 
least one incoming lane to at least one outgoing lane. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the navigation data 
includes an intersection associated with a predictable path for 
the vehicle. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the navigation data 
includes a confidence value indicative of vehicle paths 
through the intersection. 

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the navigation data 
includes an intersection type identifier. 

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the intersection type 
identifier indicates a roundabout intersection, a railroad 
crossing intersection, or a standard intersection. 

8. The method of claim 2, wherein the driving assistance 
command provides a safety feature for the vehicle. 

9. The method of claim 2, wherein the driving assistance 
command engages a mechanical system of the vehicle. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the mechanical system 
is a braking system. 

11. An apparatus comprising: 
at least one processor; and 
at least one memory including computer program code for 

one or more programs, the at least one memory and the 
computer program code configured to, with the at least 
one processor, cause the apparatus to perform at least the 
following: 

receiving position data from one or more sensors, wherein 
the position data describes a position of a vehicle on a 
road segment; 

querying a road database based on the position of the 
vehicle on the road segment; 
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receiving intersection data from the road database; and 
providing a driving assistance function based on the inter 

section data. 
12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the intersection 

data describes one or more paths from at least one incoming 
lane to at least one outgoing lane. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the intersection 
data describes a predictable path for the vehicle. 

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the intersection 
data includes a confidence value indicative of vehicle paths 
through the intersection. 

15. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the intersection 
data includes an intersection type identifier indicative of a 
roundabout intersection, a railroad crossing intersection, or a 
standard intersection. 

16. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the driving assis 
tance function includes a warning to the driver of the vehicle. 

17. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the driving assis 
tance function engages a mechanical system of the vehicle. 

18. A non-transitory computer readable medium including 
instructions that when executed are operable to: 

receiving position data from one or more sensors, wherein 
the position data describes a position of a vehicle on a 
road segment; 

querying a road database based on the position of the 
vehicle on the road segment; 

receiving navigation data from the road database; and 
providing a driving assistance command based on the navi 

gation data. 
19. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 

18, wherein the navigation data includes an intersection hav 
ing one or more paths from at least one incoming lane to at 
least one outgoing lane. 

20. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
18, wherein the driving assistance command provides a safety 
feature for the vehicle. 

21. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
18, wherein the driving assistance command engages a 
mechanical system of the vehicle. 
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